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Abstract: The
T purpose of this paper iss to introduce a new techniique for inter--wire spacing
measuremennt in a wire array
a
using Giiant Magnetorresistive (GM
MR) sensor. Here, the wire
array is exposed to an external AC uniiform magnetic field in whhich by scanniing the probe
over it, the changes
c
in maagnetic field due
d to the shaape induced annisotropy are measured. A
lock-in ampplifier measurees the phase between
b
the ex
xternal magneetic field and the magnetic
field compoonent measureed by GMR seensor. This ph
hase signal chhanges abrupttly by π each
time the sennsor passes a wire, and therrefore, the disstances betweeen the wires are detected.
The results verified the possibility
p
andd the performaance of the prroposed inter-wire spacing
R sensor.
measuremennt using GMR
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1 Introducction1
Multicrystallline silicon solar
s
cells arre manufactuured
from bread--loaf sized inngots of solaar-grade siliccon.
These ingotss are sliced byy a multi-wiree saw mechannism
consisting off a single thinn and extremeely long stainless
steel wire wound
w
on constant-pitch wire grooves. The
T
wire is wouund over each groove too create a web
w
consisting off 500-700 parrallel wires. As
A shown in Fig.
F
1, silicon inggots are slicedd with an area of 100×100 mm
m 2
and the latesst wire saw system
s
can achieve
a
thicknness
down to 3000 µm with a kerf
k of 200 µm
m utilizing a wire
w
radius, R, of 80µm [1, 2].
Commonnly, computedd tomography (CT scan) ussing
a highly coollimated, loow energy X-ray
X
beam, is
employed too examine thee pitch of wirre web and high
h
resolution CT
C images for
f
samples as large as 30
mm×100 mm
m are provided [1, 2]. How
wever, the relaated
devices are expensive annd sophisticateed, as they need
n
parallel beam
m-formation methods
m
[3], and also, im
mage
processing methods
m
[4, 5]..
In recentt years, electrromagnetic methods for edddycurrent inspeection have attracted
a
incrreasing attentiion.
Electromagnnetic sensors, based on either Hall efffect,
Giant Maggnetoresistancee (GMR) effect [6, 7],
Anisotropic Magnetoresisstance (AMR)) [8], or SQU
UID
have been suuccessfully ussed for the im
mplementationn of
ECT. Amongg these, the GMR
G
sensors offer the easee of
integration with
w conventioonal semicondductor technoloogy
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Fig
g. 1 An illustrattion of wire saw
w and the wafer thickness [2].

and
d promises sm
mart sensors at reasonablee prices withh
onb
board signal conditioning and input reegulation [9]..
Th
hey have smaall dimensions, high sensiitivity over a
bro
oad range off frequency ((from hertz to
t megahertzz
dom
mains), low noise,
n
operate at room tempeerature.
The directionnal property oof GMR senso
or can be usedd
in a difficult prooblem encounntered in NDE
E, detection off
edg
ge cracks [7], contactless anngle detection
n [10], as welll
as closely spaceed arrays of G
GMR sensors enables one-passs multi-dimennsional recordding [11]. Alsso, The abilityy
to manufacture GMR probess having smalll dimensionss
and
d high sensitivvity (11 mV/m
mT) to low magnetic
m
fieldss
oveer a broad freequency rangge (from dc up
u to 1 MHz))
enh
hances the sppatial resolutioon of such a probe that iss
app
plicable to Edddy Current T
Testing (ECT
T) techniques..
Ho
owever, in many appplications ed
ddy currentt
meeasurements are
a adverselyy affected by
y lift-off (thee
disstance between the probbe and the test sample))
varriations [12].
When a ferrromagnetic w
wire is placed in a uniform
m
maagnetic field, the
t magnetic ffield is deform
med as shownn
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2 Theoretical Derivations
Fig. 3 depicts schematically the principle of
operation of the proposed method to detect the position
of the wire. It is noteworthy that the direction of the
external magnetic field, sensing direction and the wire
axis, are perpendicular. The magnetic flux density
components can be written as [13]:
⎛ ⎛ μ − μ0 ⎞ a 2 ⎞
(1)
⎟⎟ 2 + 1⎟B0 cos θ
Br = ⎜⎜ ⎜⎜
⎟
⎝ ⎝ μ + μ0 ⎠ r
⎠
⎛ ⎛ μ − μ0 ⎞ a 2 ⎞
(2)
⎟⎟ 2 − 1⎟B0 sin θ
Bθ = ⎜⎜ ⎜⎜
⎟
⎝ ⎝ μ + μ0 ⎠ r
⎠
then, the component x of the magnetic flux density
along the scanning direction is derived as:
Bx ( x ) = Br sin θ + Bθ cos θ

M a g n etic flu x d en sity B x [m T ]

in Fig. 2 due to the corresponding demagnetizing field.
The proposed method to determine the distance between
wires is to measure the x-component of magnetic flux
density around the wires using a GMR sensor that scans
in the direction transverse to the wire array. The
proposed row spacing measurement in a wire array
using GMR sensor is applicable to the Multi-wire slurry
slicing.
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Fig. 4 x-component of magnetic flux density versus distance.

(3)
Fig. 5 x-component of magnetic flux density along different
paths.

Fig. 2 Parallel wires under an applied external magnetic field.

Fig. 3 Schematic illustration of the measurement method.

where, µ0 and µ are the magnetic permeability of air and
the wire, respectively. Putting the external magnetic
flux density B0=1 mT, frequency f=100 Hz the wire
radius a=100 µm, the relative permeability of the wire
µr=4000 and the lift-off y0=150 µm, would result in the
magnetic flux density distribution depicted in Fig. 4. It
is seen that the direction of Bx is reversed by passing
above the wire by which the location of the wire is
detected.
In case of variations in the lift-off due to the
vibration of the sensor, the magnetic flux density has
been calculated using finite element method and Fig. 5
shows the x-component along a path with an inclination
angle of 12o regarding the normal sensing direction.
Again, the direction of Bx is reversed by passing above
the wire and shows the insensitivity of the proposed
method to the lift-off variation in order to detect the
location of the wire.
3 The Experimental Setup and the Measurements
As shown in Fig. 6, Helmholtz coil is built in order
to produce uniform fields. Typical Helmholtz coil
consists of two identical circular coils of 106 turns that
are placed along common axis and separated by the
height equal to their radius of 12.5 cm. Uniformity of
magnetic field is limited to the second order. It means
that it minimizes the non-uniformity in the centre of the
coils.
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